
Gold Fundamentals v. Gold
Manipulation: Who Wins?
BY SKWEALTHACADEMY

In the war between gold fundamentals v.
gold manipulators, who wins the short-term
battle and the intermediate and long-term
war?

Will Russia Actually Invade
Ukraine?
BY QUOTH THE RAVEN

Western conspiracy theory or real world
reality?

Who Will Be Held Accountable
for America’s Ultimate Doom?
BY PHILBUTLER

“The object of life is not to be on the side
of the majority, but to escape finding
oneself in the ranks of the insane.”

After Enabling Violent, Far-Left Extremists; GoFundMe 'Steals' Millions From Freedom
Convoy Fundraisers

BY TYLER DURDEN SATURDAY, FEB 05, 2022 - 01:44 PM

Update (1830ET): Just as we anticipated, it looks like a crypto-based crowd-funding platform Tallycoin has helped supporters of the Canadian
truckers re-route their donations to help support the people on the front lines of the protest.

In the day that has passed since GoFundMe announced its plans to quash a fundraising effort for the truckers, more than $700,000 has been raised
to benefit the truckers on Tallycoin.

Last night, GoFundMe announced that it would be seizing all the money donated to the cause, and that donors would only see their donations
refunded if they specifically requested that the money be returned. Otherwise, it would be forwarded to another cause of GoFundMe's choice. Well,
this didn't go over too well with the donors, who many of whom threw a fit online.

Now, in what could become a major threat to GoFundMe, anybody interested in the new platform can donate as little as a single Satoshi (presently,
about 2,400 satoshis make up $1), and the fundraiser has a target of 500,000,000.

The fundraiser on Tallycoin has the following message affixed to it: "The Canadian Bitcoin community would like to have a second financial access
point for #FreedomConvoy2022. Legacy financial infrastructure can sometimes be politicized and clamped down upon, whereas Bitcoin is a truly
censorship resistant method of communicating value. Don't allow your voices to be silenced, and don't allow your financial sovereignty to be
trampled upon. Love, unity and freedom - let's raise some hard money for hard workers!"

* * *

Update (1056ET): Conservatives are livid after GoFundMe caved to the Canadian government and canceled a massive donation campaign that had
reached C$10 million (US$7.9m).

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis (R) tweeted: "It is a fraud for @gofundme to commandeer $9M in donations sent to support truckers and give it to
causes of their own choosing," adding "I will work with @AGAshleyMoody to investigate these deceptive practices — these donors should be
given a refund."

 

Ron DeSantis
@GovRonDeSantis

It is a fraud for @gofundme to commandeer $9M in 
donations sent to support truckers and give it to 
causes of their own choosing. 

I will work with @AGAshleyMoody to investigate these 
deceptive practices — these donors should be given a 
refund.
5:04 AM · Feb 5, 2022

106.6K Reply Share

Read 8.2K replies

Rep Jim. Jordan (R-OH) pointed out that "GoFundMe promoted the ANTIFA-occupied CHOP zone in Seattle, But they shut down fundraisers for
truckers protesting #COVID mandates."

Rep. Jim Jordan
@Jim_Jordan

GoFundMe promoted the ANTIFA-occupied CHOP 
zone in Seattle. 

But they shut down fundraisers for truckers protesting 
#COVID mandates. 

We’ve got questions.
5:41 AM · Feb 5, 2022

62.3K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Read 5.9K replies

Benny Johnson captured the prevailing sentiment on Saturday, tweeting that the "Go Fund Me story was my breaking point. Blood boiling. FUCK
GO FUND ME. Put them in prison. Authoritarian boot-licking thieving scum. Not another dollar to them - EVER."

Benny
@bennyjohnson

I keep it light hearted on this platform. Try not to 
doomscroll or rage tweet. Happy Warrior, right? But Go 
Fund Me story was my breaking point. Blood boiling. 
FUCK GO FUND ME. Put them in prison. Authoritarian 
boot-licking thieving scum. Not another dollar to them 
- EVER.
5:21 AM · Feb 5, 2022

5.6K Reply Share

Read 179 replies

 Others were similarly outraged.

Honkmaster Poso 
@JackPosobiec

SEND IT ALL BACK IMMEDIATELY YOU THIEVING 
SCUM

GoFundMe @gofundme

Replying to @gofundme

The update we issued earlier enabled all donors to get a refund and 
outlined a plan to distribute remaining funds to verified charities 
selected by the Freedom Convoy organizers. However, due to donor 
feedback, we are simplifying the process and automatically 
refunding donations.

4:24 AM · Feb 5, 2022

4.9K Reply Share

Read 137 replies

Tim Young 
@TimRunsHisMouth

.@GoFundMe allowed money to go to bailing violent 
BLM rioters out of jail... but now denies the peaceful 
Freedom Convoy their funds... stop using this leftist 
trash and demand refunds.
2:23 PM · Feb 4, 2022

22K Reply Share

Read 711 replies

GoFundMe's Trustpilot rating page was just suspended after people began to bombard it with negative reviews.

01000101
@ElijahWere247

Replying to @JackPosobiec

BREAKING: Trustpilot has just suspended the 
GoFundMe profile after people started to bombard it's 
profile with 1000s of negative reviews.  We need to 
start pushing back against these liberal-owned 
entities. Mixing business with biased politics is a bad 
idea.

4:59 AM · Feb 5, 2022

624 Reply Share

Read 51 replies

For example:

Meanwhile, a GiveSendGo campaign for the Freedom Convoy reached $1.1 million in donations overnight, however the platform is currently
inaccessible and has said it's under DDOS attack.

GiveSendGo
@GiveSendGo

We have been under heavy DDOS and bot attacks. In 
spite of all of this we still have managed to raise funds 
5X faster than the gfm did. GFM raised 10mil in 3 
weeks. GSG campaign has already raised over 1.1mil in 
just over 12 hours!
5:23 AM · Feb 5, 2022

22.3K Reply Share

Read 1.2K replies

Let's review GoFundMe's previous support of far-left violence:

· Feb 4, 2022Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo
.@gofundme supported & allowed fundraising for leftist 
occupations. They allowed the “PDX Protest Bail Fund” to raise 
nearly $1.4m for violent criminal suspects. The person behind 
that group (Katherine Belyea) is one of the Antifa who assaulted 
me in 2019 gofundme.com/f/pdx-protest-…

Elon Musk @elonmusk

Replying to @elonmusk and @TheRealKeean

https://www.zerohedge.com/
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/7480
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/214946
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/76543
https://gettr.com/share?&text=After%20Enabling%20Violent%2C%20Far-Left%20Extremists%3B%20GoFundMe%20%27Steals%27%20Millions%20From%20Freedom%20Convoy%20Fundraisers&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zerohedge.com%2Fpolitical%2Fgofundme-steals-9-million-canadas-freedom-convoy-truckers-under-pressure-trudeau


Andy Ngô 
@MrAndyNgo

.@gofundme allows the campaign for violent Portland 
#Antifa member Alissa Azar to remain so she can raise 
cash after she was indicted on a felony & more. Her 
attack on people at a park was caught on video by 
Melissa Lewis, who has tried to scrub the video. 
gofundme.com/f/alissaazarle…

7:58 PM · Feb 4, 2022

3.5K Reply Share

Read 69 replies

· Feb 4, 2022Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo
Replying to @MrAndyNgo

Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo

The @gofundme for the three suspects arrested & charged 
over the bloody felony vandalism of a family’s home for the 
purposes of witness intimidation appears to violate the site’s 
policy. Can GoFundMe clarify if suspects charged w/such 
serious crimes can raise cash on your site?

Andy Ngô 
@MrAndyNgo

Far-left extremists occupied an entire hotel during the 
2020 riots and raised hundreds of thousands on 
@GoFundMe:

Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo

.@gofundme has become the site of choice for crowdfunding by far-
left extremists whether it comes to bailing out rioters or now, 
supporting trespass. A Minneapolis @sheratonhotels taken over by 
extremists has been converted into their operations base. They want 
$200k in donations

8:22 PM · Feb 4, 2022

4K Reply Share

Read 53 replies

· Feb 4, 2022Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo
Replying to @MrAndyNgo

.@gofundme allowed this:

Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo

.@crimethinc, a violent extremist far-left group that calls for 
arson attacks & political violence, is running a campaign on 
@gofundme after its mail-order space where extremist texts 
are printed was destroyed in a fire. The group is so extreme 
that Facebook banned it last year.

Andy Ngô 
@MrAndyNgo

.@gofundme donated to Riot Kitchen, a Seattle antifa 
group that gave food to far-left rioters and occupiers in 
2020 across state lines.

Andy Ngô @MrAndyNgo

If this is true, why did you donate $500 to Riot Kitchen last year? The 
Seattle group was arrested by federal agents after being observed 
filling up multiple fuel cans with gasoline & driving into #Kenosha. 
Police said the Riot Kitchen group tried escaping in their minivan. 
twitter.com/gofundme/statu…

2:31 AM · Feb 5, 2022

1.8K Reply Share

Read 53 replies

*  *  *

Update (0725ET): After the radical leftists in San Francisco who operate GoFundMe seized millions of dollars from the Canadian "Freedom Convoy"
and vowed to refund donations to donors (upon request) or disburse the funds to "credible charities" (like Black Lives Matter, Greenpeace, and
Planned Parenthood Matter), the internet went absolutely mental Friday night about the crowd-sourcing platform's decision.  

Rebel News' Ezra Levant equated GoFundMe's decision as "stealing the money." He said the crowd-sourcing platform should have "automatically
refunded its donors." 

Hours later, around 0200 ET Saturday, GoFundMe released another statement that said, "due to donor feedback, we are simplifying the process and
automatically refunding donations."

The audacity that leftists at GoFundMe thought they could redistribute the money elsewhere is shocking. It is a wake-up call for freedom-loving
people who band together to take their funding operations elsewhere (ever hear of BTC or ETH?). GoFundMe's poor judgment to only now
automatically refund donors has shown their true liberal colors (this blunder has sparked a trust issue with the platform). 

All donors received this emailed statement early Saturday morning: 

We are automatically refunding your Freedom Convoy 2022 donation.

GoFundMe supports peaceful protests and we believe that was the intention of the Freedom Convoy 2022 fundraiser when it was first
created. However, as a result of multiple discussions with local law enforcement and police reports of violence and other unlawful activity,
the Freedom Convoy fundraiser has been removed from the GoFundMe platform.

The update we issued earlier enabled all donors to get a refund and outlined a plan to distribute remaining funds to verified charities
selected by the Freedom Convoy organizers. However, due to donor feedback, we are simplifying the process for you. We will
automatically refund your contributions directly - you do not need to submit a request. You can expect to see your refund within 7-10
business days.

GoFundMe also tweeted part of the statement. The tweet was immediately 'ratioed,' which means replies outnumbered retweets and likes,
indicating the tweet was very unpopular. 

The world's richest person, Elon Musk, and a supporter of the truckers tweeted a meme comparing the amateur thieves robbing railcars in Los
Angeles to "professional thieves" at GoFundMe. The tweet went out to 72 million of his followers. 

· Feb 4, 2022Keean Bexte @TheRealKeean
Hey @elonmusk, get your money back ASAP

Elon Musk
@elonmusk

It’s not my money

4:56 PM · Feb 4, 2022

98.3K Reply Share

Read 2.3K replies

Here's what others are saying:

Jay Ji
@JayJi89978196

Replying to @gofundme

Everyone who donated should do this..it costs 
GoFundme $15 per chargeback.  ...Chargebacks occur 
when a donor contacts their card issuer to dispute the 
donation they made on GoFundMe This returns the 
money to the donor.
10:24 PM · Feb 4, 2022

7.6K Reply Share

Read 50 replies

Crystal Daly
@Crystal1971

Replying to @gofundme

Thank you for doing the right thing, by returning the 
money. But I am afraid to tell you, that you are the 
reason why these mandates are going on. When you 
know something is wrong with what the government is 
doing, and bow down to them. Wow, thank you for 
showing us who you are.
11:21 PM · Feb 4, 2022

667 Reply Share

Read 10 replies

Errol Webber
@ErrolWebber

Replying to @gofundme

Hope you learned your lesson.

And I'm glad you showed yourselves for the raging 
commies that you are. Allowing Antifa groups to 
fundraise on your platform, funding the CHAZ/CHOP 
occupiers, but suddenly, people rallying for their 
freedoms is too much for your twisted virtues.
10:24 PM · Feb 4, 2022

15.7K Reply Share

Read 266 replies

Paolo
@Paoloaruggeri

Replying to @gofundme

I will never use gofundme again and/or support a 
campaign posted on your website. Mine is a small loss 
for you. But the TRUST you broke will have devastating 
effect for your company
11:13 PM · Feb 4, 2022

963 Reply Share

Read 11 replies

The damage is already done. It's only a matter of time before an alternative crowd-sourcing platform is discovered and or created. 

* * *   

Despite initially refusing to cave to pressure from Canadian PM Justin Trudeau and his allies, GoFundMe announced late Friday evening that it had
decided not to disburse any more money to the "Freedom Convoy" and its supporters gathered in Coutts, Alberta, and Ottawa. Users will now need
to request a refund of their donation, or risk the possibility that the company will instead reroute it to an "approved" charity.

As Rebel News Editor-in-Chief Ezra Levant reported in a tweet, GoFundMe has decided to take - or some might say steal - the roughly CAD$9
million that was supposed to be used to pay for supplies like gas, food and other necessities for the truckers and instead dole that money out to
charities of the company's choosing, unless donors fill out a request form.

Why the company has decided on this policy, instead of instating automatic refunds for donors, isn't clear. But as Levant joked, "what a windfall" for
Black Lives Matter, Greenpeace and Planned Parenthood."

Ezra Levant 
@ezralevant

At the request of Trudeau, @GoFundMe has just 
stolen $9,000,000 from the truckers. Rather 
than automatically refunding it to the donors, 
they say they’re going to give it to groups of their 
own choosing. What a windfall for Black Lives 
Matter, Greenpeace and Planned Parenthood!

1:34 PM · Feb 4, 2022

Read the full conversation on Twitter

30.2K Reply Share

Read 5.3K replies

GoFundMe claimed that the fundraiser is in violation of "Term 8" of its terms of service clause, and also explained that it often works with local
authorities to "make sure we have a detailed understanding...of facts on the ground."

The decision was made in order to ensure GoFundMe "remains a trusted platform".

Others wondered how any of this is legal.

Benny
@bennyjohnson

How is this legal?

Ezra Levant @ezralevant

At the request of Trudeau, @GoFundMe has just stolen $9,000,000 
from the truckers. Rather than automatically refunding it to the 
donors, they say they’re going to give it to groups of their own 
choosing. What a windfall for Black Lives Matter, Greenpeace and 
Planned Parenthood!

2:26 PM · Feb 4, 2022



2:26 PM · Feb 4, 2022

3.8K Reply Share

Read 385 replies

The Ottawa police, meanwhile, insist that demonstrators in the city are acting "unlawfully". Several have been arrested (mostly for charges that may
seem serious but actually aren't) for making threatening statements on social media and for other issues.

Ottawa Police have also warned that they will be collecting as much digital and financial information as they can from both the truckers and anybody
who donates to support them. In a threatening statement, the police implied that supporters of the Freedom Convoy could face prosecution just for
donating.

Ottawa Police
@OttawaPolice

Replying to @OttawaPolice

Enhanced intelligence operations and investigations: 
National, provincial and local intelligence agencies 
have increased efforts to identify and target protestors 
who are funding/supporting/enabling unlawful and 
harmful activity by protestors. /11
4:09 AM · Feb 4, 2022

204 Reply Share

Read 951 replies

Ottawa Police
@OttawaPolice

Replying to @OttawaPolice

Investigative evidence-gathering teams are collecting 
financial, digital, vehicle registration, driver 
identification, insurance status, and other related 
evidence that will be used in criminal prosecutions. /12
4:09 AM · Feb 4, 2022

281 Reply Share

Read 738 replies

At this point, there's really nothing else for users to do but request their refund (so that GoFundMe doesn't simply take their money) and never
donate to another fundraiser on the platform again.

Readers can find the link below:

Cory Morgan
@CoryBMorgan

Replying to @CoryBMorgan

Here is the link for where you can request your full 
refund from GoFundMe

support.gofundme.com/hc/en-us/reque…
1:47 PM · Feb 4, 2022

684 Reply Share

Read 35 replies

After all, there are plenty of other crowd-raising platforms out there.
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696 2 Reply"

1 week ago

No, what they need to do is dispute the charge directly with the credit card companies for failure to deliver service, which will cost
GFM $25 per dispute.

psychobilly

#

#

350 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Yep, breach of contract. 
Lord Baltimore

#

#

177 Reply"

1 week ago

Today's the day Big Tech settles all their (current) scores for their masters.  Rogan episodes taken down.
Joe Davola

#

#

111 5 Reply"

1 week ago

Big Tech are almost all Amish anti-diversity hypocrites, right? 
gregga777

#

#

58 5 Reply"

1 week ago

red ribbons on march.

The chickens flok.

Fake hebrews amock. 

SubZero13

#

#

101 1

1 week ago

https://www.givesendgo.com/FreedomConvoy2022

 

Servers are slammed .Please keep trying.

This is a great site,you can trust them!

Pooper Popper

#

#

4 116

1 week ago

Pointless to chargeback. Even if you're successful, GoFundMe will just use the donated funds to pay the
chargeback fees.

D_Syno

#

#

59 5

1 week ago

Time for anonymous to come to rescue and send BIG $$ MESSAGE TO thieves at GOFUNDME

take every $$ and convert to bitcoin

backstabber

#

#

109

1 week ago

Maybe I am naive but this will just make the people protesting even more determined given there is another
injustice done to them

 

This will determine them to find alternative sources where there is a customer some sort of business will rise to
deliver that service. 

solviturambulando2

#

#

53 3

1 week ago

anonymous and Q are psyops

solviturambulando2

Time for anonymous to come to rescue and send BIG $$ MESSAGE TO thieves at
GOFUNDME

#

#

44

1 week ago (Edited)

If you are Canadian, please sign the petition to dump trudeau:
https://www.withpierre.ca/trudeau_must_resign?recruiter_id=524395)Trudeau

 

keeper20

#

#

Show More Replies

Reply"

1 week ago

just pretty rainbows made of sugar
Samael

#

#

45 3

1 week ago

IF YOU DONATED ON GOFUNDME YOU CAN REQUEST A REFUND USING THIS
FORM: https://support.gofundme.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?ticket_form_id=4417744045211

FollowTheWhiteRabbit

#

#

41

1 week ago

Better to use this one for donating to truckers. It was set up awhile back and they are more honest. I do NOT trust
that Tamara who lost 10 MILLION dollars when the warning against GFM was already out there.

https://givesendgo.com/Warroomcanadanet

Adullam

#

#

47

1 week ago (Edited)

>leftist complains to amazon that they want truckers screwed or she will cancel Prime.

>pays subscription to overreaching megacorp
>supports mandates violating bodily autonomy and civil liberties, with no medical or legal route of compensation
>doxxes worker protests and demands megacorps defund and deplatform protesters or else they won't keep
paying their useful idiot tax
>still thinks she stands for civil liberties, the oppressed and workers

I genuinely don't know how these people manage to walk without forgetting to breathe. How can someone be so
utterly lacking in cognition or introspection and still survive?

This is how delusional leftards have become.
Their usual tactics of doxxing and calling people racist chuds isn't working. Actual physical effort is their final
form.

Look, you don't have to take the honkcine. You could just forfeit your property and livelihood and go somewhere
else. The honkcine is completely voluntary in that regard.

vid of leftist running over peaceful trucker friends

keeper20

#

#

42

1 week ago

a prelude to ,gov seizing your assets at their choosing.

impending----to pay off debt explosion.   to punish your behavior  (social credit).  global reset.  or any other
reason at their whim.

this is HUGE,  direct asset seizure due to social beliefs.

thomas sewell

#

#

1

6 days ago

Trudeau is a turd-

https://youtu.be/8bGVNPw9R8o

Paul Bunyan

#

#

4

6 days ago

The DMED data exposed by attorney Tom Renz and Senator Johnson is a smoking gun. General Austin should
order all military docs to speak the truth. But he isn't. Why not?

The letter

On February 1, 2022, US Senator Ron Johnson sent a letter to Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin on February 1
highlighting the dramatic rise in adverse events reported in the Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED)
after the vaccines were rolled out to the military. If the vaccines are truly “safe and effective,” these increases are
difficult to explain.

The original data

Here are the resources with the original data:

Johnson’s 3 page letter to DoD Secretary Lloyd Austin III

Renz Law home page (includes video interviews)

Renz Law page on the DMED data with graphs (summary of the data)

Download the spreadsheet with all the numbers (Excel spreadsheet). Note that the numbers in the purple coded
rows are the “corrected” data which was issued after the “glitch” was noticed. Hospitalized means the patient
was in the hospital. Ambulatory are the stats for outpatients. Also note that the percentage calculation is wrong:
they should have subtracted 1 since a “2X increase” is the same as a “100% increase.”

Why the DMED data is so important

There are 14 reasons that the DMED data is very important.

The individual doctors themselves realize that the vaccines are causing the harm documented in the DMED
database. According to an insider I spoke to, around 40% of military docs realize what is going on, but doctors in
the military can’t speak out against the vaccine because they are ordered not to say anything. So all these
doctors have to remain silent. The data in DMED is their voice.

The original DMED data appears to be very reliable. It is hard for anyone to make excuses for the increased rates
in the DMED database quoted in this letter because the event types with increases are all confirmed in the VAERS
database. Unlike VAERS, this database cannot be dismissed using hand-waving arguments. DMED is not a self-
reported database where reporting rates are unknown. It is a fully reported database where all the reports are
from healthcare providers. In short, if the vaccines are safe, the DMED data is hard to explain. For example, you
can’t pin the rise in events in 2021 on COVID since total hospital event rates declined in 2020 (relative to 2019) in
both the original and corrected results. Note: The DoD now claims the 2016-2020 data was wrong and issued
corrected values (graph on the right):

These are absolute rate increases. In VAERS, we’ll often compare a baseline rate of an event in prior years with
the current year to look for a signal. This is a “differential signal” so high values are possible. For example, the
reported VAERS rate for pulmonary embolism is 3 per year. Say it goes to 300 per year, a 100X jump. But if the
baseline rates of PE are 1000, then on an absolute basis, this is just a 0.3X increase. So large absolute number
jumps are very significant. This is exactly what we have in the DMED database: very large absolute jumps.

The effect sizes are huge. For example, the rates of hypertension increased by 21X from average in 2021.
Nervous system diseases increased by a factor of 10.

Nobody can explain it. If it wasn’t the vaccine causing these huge increases in adverse events, what was it?

The military is deleting cases to make the effect size smaller. Watch this video DR. MALONE STATES DOD IS
DELETING DATA FROM IT'S DATABASE TO COVER UP DAMAGES DONE BY THE "VACCINES"

It’s a great “conversation starter” with your pro-vax friends, local lawmakers, local health authority, and favorite
fact-checkers. You simply ask a simple question, “How do you explain these dramatic rate increases in 2021 vs.
the 5 year average?” This works particularly well at City Council meetings, school board meetings, and with
lawmakers.

Symptoms with increases match the VAERS data. It is tough to claim the elevation in event rates is due to
something else because a) the range of elevated symptoms is so large and b) the symptoms in DMED that are
elevated match the symptoms in VAERS that are elevated.

The DoD is in a panic about this leaking out. This data wasn’t ever supposed to leak out. The only reason it
leaked out is due to the efforts of three whistleblowers inside the DoD. According to an insider I spoke to, the
DoD has no idea how they are going to cover it up. The only thing they’ve done is claim the 2016-2020 data is
underreported, but this doesn’t match reality as I explain below.

[Continued]

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/this-medical-data-from-the-us-dod
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That's actually insulting to the Amish though.
JSG
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3 Reply"
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Big tech have almost completely been taken over my the managerial class for a long, long time now.
Ladioss

#
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Prime Minister Netanyahu refers to information technology as 'a real domain of power.'
ginoisahoody

#

#

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Consequences of corperate welfare.  

MyopicWars.com
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238 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Ted Kazcinski was right, Big Tech is the death of freedom.
mrhappyniceguy
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77 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Uncle Ted wrote an interesting book.
Volkodav

#

#

52 1

1 week ago

It’s like Theodore was clairvoyant. 

https://unabombermanifesto.com/

G Johnson Team America
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1 week ago

He did/does have an IQ >150
JSG

#

#

5 1

1 week ago

Born before his time.  
Stinkbug 1
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#
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6 days ago

Ted stole key concepts from Jacques Ellul's book ,The Technological Society, because he's insane.  If you idiots
did your homework, you would know that.  

Plus Size Model

#

#

5 20

6 days ago (Edited)

You guys are so pathetic you can't even get entrapment right.  You failed at life, so you got into crime.  You failed
a crime, so you turned informant.  Now you're failing at informant too.  Ha

Does this sound like an accurate assessment?

Maybe you guys should break your phones, log off your ZH accounts and withdrawl from society to be safe.  

Plus Size Model
#

#

7

6 days ago

The MKUltra torture Uncle Ted endured was pure evil. 

 

Henry Alexander Murray is burning in hell. 

Radagast
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6 days ago

Hey Chubby Model, FOAD.
BlackChicken
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59 1 Reply"

1 week ago

I was writing this years ago, and he wasn't just right about tech, he was also right about the leftish.
GGBB
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#

8
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Solecismcles

Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men.
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#
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6 days ago (Edited)

It amazes me how people refuse to see that "leftists" are just hypocrites political commissars who are just here to
manage the panopticon for their masters. The memetic dumbing down of the population has been ruthlessly
effective.

Ladioss

#

#

50 2 Reply"

1 week ago

so many people I thought were wrong back in time and now I know I was wrong and they were right. Ted is one of
them. I do not agree with his methods, but he was right.  

pureblood non GMO Human

#

#

16

1 week ago

Look what Kazynski had to do to get off the grid in the 1970's and 1980's. Almost total isolation.
Leroy Whitby

#

#

5 93 Reply"

1 week ago

Get the hell out of here you sickos!!! ZH MODS PLEASE REMOVE THESE TED KACZINSKI GLOWIES!

Nobody supports Ted Kaczinski here.  This is a setup by malevolent actors, sock puppets, paid trolls, etc.  

YOU ARE NOT WELCOME HERE!

Plus Size Model

#

#

78 1

1 week ago

You have never actually read his manifesto, have you?  Nobody is supporting his methods, that was already said
the guy was a terrorist.  He was very much a crackpot, nobody is going to argue with you about that...

Fact is he was right about big tech.

City_Of_Champyinz

#

#

34 1

1 week ago

You are the sicko, you speak for nobody. Kazcinski makes a lot more sense than you ever have.
gurka

#

#

35 1

1 week ago

A small mind is unable to distinguish between someone's motives and their methods.
Watchingtheweasels

#

#

24 1

1 week ago

karens like you prevent rational discussion of problems
bluskyes

#

#

13 1

1 week ago

Kaczinski is like Hitler. Hitler was right about many things BUT his oppression through violence of his own people
was his downfall.  One can be right identifying the problems, but as Saint Pope John Paul II knew, who lived
under the Nazis AND the Communists, the CURE can be worse than the disease.

God bless.

goodkid43

#

#

7 1

1 week ago

Seems you're the sock puppet.
Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

1 5

1 week ago (Edited)

@City_Of_Losers

No, I've never read it.  Why would I?  The guy is nuts!  Should I read a Dahmer cookbook too for tips?  What kind
of idiots would hang out at a pipe bomb fan site?  

You guys are too big of morons to realize Kaczinski stole all of the he stuff wrote about anyways.  He stole all of
his writings and ideologies from Jacques Ellul.  

Here's a summary of the real source from Amazon:

Plus Size Model

As insightful and wise today as it was when originally published in 1954, Jacques
Ellul's The Technological Society has become a classic in its field, laying the groundwork
for all other studies of technology and society that have followed.
 
Ellul offers a penetrating analysis of our technological civilization, showing how
technology—which began innocuously enough as a servant of humankind—threatens to
overthrow humanity itself in its ongoing creation of an environment that meets its own
ends. No conversation about the dangers of technology and its unavoidable effects on
society can begin without a careful reading of this book.

#

#

1 1

6 days ago

Haven't you got some posters to hang up in Englewood, fatboy?

You don't speak for me.  Phaq right off.

Gargoyle

#

#

1

6 days ago

Hey baby, dont throw your toys out of your pram.

If you need your diaper changed just ask.

...good boy.

ginoisahoody

#

#

20 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Ted was a genius. Understanding what is actually happening can drive a person mad, or to take action.
ATM

#

#

12 1

1 week ago (Edited)

Intelligence and genius are related but not the same thing in my opinion. Bill Gates is intelligent but not a genius
imo. Steve Jobs was clearly a genius. I think Ted Kazynski was literally part of the MKULTRA experiments, from
what I recall.

Leroy Whitby

#

#

8

1 week ago (Edited)

Too bad nobody cared enough to call him out for plagarism. 

Jacques Ellul is the real source of that theory.  Read The Technological Society.  

Plus Size Model

#

#

4

6 days ago

Fatboy has sand in its mangina and should go hang fliers. Or hit the gym ffs.
Capt Tripps

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 week ago

This is why I read comments!  Holy shit!  I never knew about this! I was way too busy back then running through my
rat maze to read it.  

Speed-Racer

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Ted was right.
Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

despite of what he did, you do not want to match wits with Ted
David2923

#

#

64 Reply"

1 week ago

I have Dr Malone on right now on Rogan.  Spotify put some covid BS warning but it’s here. 
Herewardthewake

#

#

32 Reply"

1 week ago

Apparently some Malone episodes, but not all - same for other guests who are bucking the narrative.  Not an across
the board takedown, more selective.

Joe Davola

#

#

6

1 week ago

did they yank randall carlson and graham hancock?
keeper20

#

#

13 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Really beautiful interview - Rogan lets people unfold and state their case
Sandmann

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Removed 70 episodes but not all.
Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago

GoFundMe just sh*t the bed.

"Game over, man...game over!"

No one will ever trust them again...

1777

#

#

9 1

6 days ago

I wish you were right, but from my viewpoint half of the population is completely zombified.  Things like trust,
polite debate and consensus are no longer a thing.

Gargoyle

#

#

1

6 days ago

YUP. THEY ARE BEYOND DONE.  NEver to be trusted again.  Same with the SCUM at Trustpilot who shut down
all the negative reviews of GoFundMe.  

Companies who censure and make political statements via contorted actions based on political idealogy
(re:libtardedness) need to be taken out to the WoodShed, and destroyed for public benefit.  

OccamsCrazor

#

#

13 Reply"

1 week ago

WHAT!!!!!!!!!!!! seriously? theyve removed shows????
Amicus Curiae

#

#

27 Reply"

1 week ago

I will never use gofundme again and/or support a campaign posted on your website. Mine is a small loss for you. But
the TRUST you broke will have devastating effect for your company

AverageJoeRidesAgain

#

#

56 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

There is a massive change in the dynamic of the insanity that mankind has suffered over the last two years and
counting. The popular tide IS turning against them; any objective reading of even legacy news shows it.

At this moment, Canadians are the tip of the spear for freedom lovers world-wide. They are the Minutemen of
Revolution 2.0 and if you are Canadian, the eyes of the world are turned upon you now. How you fare will presage how
freedom on earth will fare.

There are so many awe-inspiring examples across the globe, more every moment. There is not a single country in the
world with tyrannical restrictions based on LIES that has not produced a burgeoning resistance. France, Italy, Austria,
Belgium, Australia, New Zealand and so many more. The "Hundredth Monkey" was just awakened by the Canadians. It
is going to spread like wildfire now. The more Hivemind attempts to oppress, the more sustained and determined will
be the resistance.

Most of us here in the USA have been spared the insanity of outright examples like green passes, but we, too, face
unemployment and passive denial of services if we don't bend the knee. Tens (hundreds?) of millions are resisting more
and more openly each day here.

We must be clear: the line has been drawn. There is no going back, no Plan B, no hoped for compromise. Those
whose objective from Day One has been the enslavement of humanity must be removed--peacefully if they so wish it,
with unlimited force if necessary. Our glorious Declaration of Independence made it unmistakably clear. When
government no longer serves The People--any government, any People, anywhere they may be--it has lost its
legitimate reason for existence. At that point, how it is removed and replaced with a structure more amenable to real
progress for the many, not control for the few, becomes a patriotic duty and moral imperative.

Never retreat. We will return victorious or on our shields but we will never surrender to them.

Sane Like Me

#

#

13 Reply"

1 week ago

The Genie (gene) is out of the bottle now, as we discover and use our full, sovereign power now.

Mankind is waking up.

PrivetHedge

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 week ago

The main reason we ARE here though is that the NWO has a full on push now toward their end game.  And they
seem to hold most of the cards.  The lawlessness being allowed and enabled is to eventually push patriots into
taking things into their own hands.  And that is when they bring the military and likely the UN army down on the
country, gun owners and conservatives.  That's what all these narratives keep getting repeated about 1/6, anti-
white, anti-conservative etc.

And this ain't 1861.  We live in a full-on surveillance state.  Those Mayor Pete speed cameras?  For tracking us by
license plate once crap goes down and we leave our phones behind to not be tracked by them.

This is coming and there is not stopping it.

 

Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

1

6 days ago

This guy has made a few video's, theyre short but worthwhile to watch.

1st one shows a 100 year old community next to a big city. They run their own show.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlYZAlTc7ljt9bFeesHYAQTa-J7LypoL3

ginoisahoody

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

What free-thinkers, we are supposed to think as big tech oligarchs prance around in their hoodies and torn jeans but
are nothing more than government, boot-licking tools.

Speed-Racer

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

which governments boots do you think they lick?
ginoisahoody

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Big Tech are losing this battle. FB lost $220bn in one day....
Juche Tony

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

YouTube has also removed all Novorossian account. This clearly preparation for a (((coordinated))) false flag event,
aimed at stopping reports from those on the receiving end.

HowdyDoody

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The McCullough and Malone episodes are still there.  Tell us which episodes or it’s a lie.
Robert De Zero

#

#

142 Reply"

1 week ago

I think the deep state psychopaths have already breached every societal contract possible between us and them…
#MakeSilverMoneyAgain

#

#

76 6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

((( deep state psychopaths )))

Incase you're not sure about the heritage of these individuals.

Spooge

#

#

7 81 Reply"

1 week ago

seek help
FollowTheWhiteRabbit

#

#

33 1

1 week ago

Sound advice for one such as yourself.
SohnEuropas

#

#

22 1

1 week ago

found the ((()))
keeper20

#

#

13

1 week ago

$halom, bro.
No-Go zone

#

#

4

6 days ago

Where's a well when you need one?
Gargoyle

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 week ago

A very long time ago!
Samael

#

#

28 Reply"

1 week ago

Time to take down the psychos and put a permanent stop to the treason. 
Savagegrace

#

#

1 week ago

Ottawa wanted this. You chose to live in the capital knowing the risk of protest. You had 2 years to force the
government to do the right thing and uphold our charter rights. The situation got the the point where protest was
inevitable. Blame Trudeau for running away and hiding. The honks end when the mandates end. Don't give me any
of that drama about sieges or hostages or terrorism. The federal government has a duty to uphold our rights

keeper20



47 Reply"

of that drama about sieges or hostages or terrorism. The federal government has a duty to uphold our rights
regardless of what the provinces or cities say.

Anyone who lives close enough to hear the honkacalypse and isn't there giving them support, deserves it. I hope
these people suffer. I hope their family comes over, checking where they are, to find a rotting corpse. F8ck em

#

#

3

1 week ago

Well said, brother!
Bitclown

#

#

18 14 Reply"

1 week ago

So how should they be punished. ?.......Trump wasted 4 years on Israel instead 
Sandmann

#

#

6 5 Reply"

1 week ago

err .. in your head, in ur head, thay be voices ?
The Celt

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Yes, Trump supporters dont ever talk about the degrading display, when he was put on parade, by Sheldon Adelson.
That was to show the world who Trump's sponsor was. Who Sheldon's puppet was.

Trump shouldn't need to be put on parade, a display puppet.

He has his own money and could have found more money while maintaining his patriotic independence. 

He has other priorities. He could have disputed an obvious election fraud which brought in mindless Biden. He
didnt. He is playing his role. He will have a contest with Killary Clinton at the next election. Biden will retire or maybe
even have a plane crash???

Biden was selected as a sacrifice because he is a shit human being and had no morals when his brain did work.

As an Aussie who has moved to the third world while all the TV addicts vote left, right, green. My advice is to start
thinking for yourself. When you are all finished sorting out your coronaCON and debt crises, imaginary global
warming end of the world. I would like to visit the 1st world for a holiday and to see if its worth moving back to.

Hurry up. Im getting old waiting.

ginoisahoody

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Sadly there is likely to be buried in reams of terms and conditions some getout clause.

spangmank

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

No amount of terms and conditions allows them to violate consumer rights or even fundamental legal rights.
Everybody has a right to a refund (even stronger protections in Europe and Canada).

Complaints have been so strong gofundme is declaring on update that they will issue everybody a refund (conflicting
with their earlier claim of supposedly giving it to charities):

https://medium.com/gofundme-stories/update-gofundme-statement-on-the-freedom-convoy-2022-fundraiser-
4ca7e9714e82

TheUnderdog

#

#

13 Reply"

1 week ago

it's their coca cola moment.
Juche Tony

#

#

18 Reply"

1 week ago

Matters not ... anybody puts up a gofundme for anything! F@ck off...

Only a crypto account to send crypto too bypasses all this tyranny.

GoFundMe are now politically biased and not suitable for supporting political causes in any form.

YOUR RIGHT TOO PROTEST HAS BEEN REMOVED.

GreatUncle

#

#

13

1 week ago

At least 50% of their cutomer base will never touch them again..
and maybe even some 'democrats' wil leave them.

They have proven they cannot be trusted.

PrivetHedge

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Changing their mind isn't a voidable contract event even under separability clauses.  
Slaytheist

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

I will never use gofundme again and/or support a campaign posted on your website. Mine is a small loss for you. But the
TRUST you broke will have devastating effect for your company

AverageJoeRidesAgain

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

GoFundMe should just donate the money directly to the Trudeau family.

They've got three kids coming along, and have you checked the fees at WEF camp for Young Global Leaders?

August

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

People in the government class, think they're above the law and can do whatever they want.  They're working hard to lose
their credibility (their integrity already gone) and their actions will lead to them being ousted.

70 years ago, liberals and leftists fought against the use of government force, such as supporting the Vietnam war or
fighting against McCarthy's blackballing communist writers.  Today liberals want to use government force against
conservatives, and want to blackball them as well.  Heck, they're already canceling a bunch of people, but they've
reached the point where the snake is biting its own tail. 

MoreFreedom

#

#

138 Reply"

1 week ago

Don’t use Go Fund Me period! Just cut the organization a check or give them cash. Corporate everything is getting out of
hand and needs to be put under the peoples heel. Corporations break the law at will with zero repercussions as long as they
are bedfellows with club FED.

Adirondack Hedgehog

#

#

13 14 Reply"

1 week ago

Use a privacy coin like XMR or ARRR and wallet and hope the organizer is honest.
MANvsMACHINE

#

#

8 5 Reply"

1 week ago

sh-t coins!
Samael

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Qortal
TRM

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Look if you are going to donate too some cause you should not be expecting your money back anyway.
GreatUncle

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 week ago

^^^ This ^^^
The real jo blo

#

#

27 Reply"

1 week ago

So what's the P.O. address for the Canadian Truckers Protest?
PhoQ2

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

corporations are evil by design.
Savagegrace

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Bingo!

Corporations: a tool to be used for personal profit , with no personal liability.

All the wrong incentives.

ConnectingTheDots

"corporations are evil by design."

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

be a director of a corp and go bankrupt and see if there is any liability 
unrulian

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

...cut the organization a check or give them cash...

I'd think if anyone knows any individual person willing to brave the elements and participate with others on one's own
behalf, just dump something into their own personal account until they're back on their feet working and earning a living
and this entire episode is behind us.  By the looks of it, most of these folks are of the hard working and non-charitable
types anyway, so it's not like you're going to be starting a new government agency that's gonna last into perpetuity.  jmo.

enjoy

Boxed Merlot

#

#

104 Reply"

1 week ago

NEVER use GoFundMe is also a great solution.
desertboy

#

#

74 Reply"

1 week ago

Ffs. You haven't been paying very much attention in the past decade, have you? Who do you think tells go fund me, patreon
and various platforms who can get their money, and who can't. Visa, IS the one that forces these companies hands. Go ask
Jordan Peterson, Sargon of Akkad, Tim Pool, and countless others. The card processors are the ones dictating company
policy on these platforms. 

Getinit56

#

#

27 4 Reply"

1 week ago

Hate to point out the obvious, but Bitcoin donated to a multi-sig wallet solves all of the above.    
Raymond Reason

#

#

22 Reply"

1 week ago

Dispute anyway and waste their time and resources. Grind the system to a halt
clot shot

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

True, those who hold the money...
The Celt

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

And all those card processors are in on the great reset ... all globalists the lot.
GreatUncle

#

#

47 2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

GoFundMe has a dedicated link for refund requests.  just put mine in for a non-trivial sum and if it's not credited I'll dispute
it.

Everyone needs to do the same before February 19 or the money goes to Bolshevik scum no doubt.

Here's the link I was given off the page:

https://support.gofundme.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?ticket_form_id=4417744045211

Milkshake

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Hey Milkshake see my post below.

Bleed the beast!

Pooper Popper

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Just sent them a 'kind' email.
A r i s i n g

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

gonna repost your suggestion above so others will get the word. thank you.

fuk gofundme

keeper20

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

More like it will be given to BLM to hate white people more.
GreatUncle

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Reading that givesendgo will take over fundraising but there site is crashing so I can’t see what’s going on
Herewardthewake

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Use this:L

https://givesendgo.com/Warroomcanadanet

Adullam

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Just keep trying.  I finally got through and made my donation.  Took a dozen attempts over about two hours.  
GrayManSix

#

#

Show More Replies

267 Reply"

1 week ago

https://www.givesendgo.com/FreedomConvoy2022

 

Donations are already over 100,000!!!!

Site is very overloaded,,,Please keep trying!

Pooper Popper

#

#

82 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Hey fellow Peanuts can we upvote this one to the top?

tion

#

#

122 Reply"

1 week ago

Just cancelled my GoFundMe donation and doubled it on givesendgo.  It's called "unintended consequences", Trudeau. 
Go f yourself.

Welfarebum

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Good place to give is here:

https://givesendgo.com/Warroomcanadanet

Adullam

#

#

22 Reply"

1 week ago

People should start thousands of illegitimate GoFundMe campaigns, request only $1 per donor, then state their
campaign illegitimate.

Finally, they should encourage each donor to file a chargeback with their credit card merchant to GoFRAUDme,
costing them $15 per refund.

At (-$14.00) per transaction, goFRAUDEme Will crater.

AmBigUS

#

#

11 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Thanks.  Fully agree.  Did the same.

Daimon Maimas

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Good idea, I´m going to do the same right now, using the link above your post.  Thanks!
Bitclown

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Also came across this https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/blocked-from-mainstream-crowdfunding-canadian-
trucker-convoy-launches-replacement-fundraising-campaign-301475395.html

djrichard

#

#

162 Reply"

1 week ago

Do not use the go fund me.com refund form!!

Issue a charge back/open a dispute with your bank,this way gofundme will have to pay 15 usd,or more,for each charge back
request,plus the refund value.This is how all banks work.

Please share this as much as possible.

Bleed the beast!!!

Pooper Popper

#

#

51 Reply"

1 week ago

That's a brilliant idea P Popper. If everyone did that they would lose a massive amount.
Boringusername

#

#

10 2 Reply"

1 week ago

That’s peanuts for them but yeah gotta start small.
BittyFitBuster

#

#

3 23 Reply"

1 week ago

GoFundMe will just use the donated funds to pay any chargeback fees.
D_Syno

#

#

24 Reply"

1 week ago

Beats the hell out of letting them donate it to BLM my man…!
Livingston

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Soo: Lets GoFundMe
The Celt

#

#

39 Reply"

1 week ago

don't use gofundme period
accredit yourself

#

#

1 week ago

Tim Cadogan
Chief Executive Officer, Member of the Board of Directors

Juan Benitez
President, Member of the Board of Directors

Musa Tariq
Chief Marketing Officer

Stephanie Cunningham
VP of Global People Operations

Kim Wilford
General Counsel

Morgan Wood
VP of Customer Operations

Paul Tkachuk
VP of Finance and Data Insights

Andy Ballester
Member of the Board of Directors

Sharda Caro Del Castillo
Member of the Board of Directors

SoDamnMad



16 Reply"

Member of the Board of Directors

Maria Eitel
Member of the Board of Directors

John Locke
Member of the Board of Directors

Woody Marshall
Member of the Board of Directors

Jonathan Mildenhall
Member of the Board of Directors

James Slavet
Member of the Board of Directors

Scott Wagner
Member of the Board of Directors

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Sharda Caro Del Castillo in english is piece of shi+car in a big house
toiler4fiat

#

#

63 Reply"

1 week ago

Yes.  This is fraud.  I am complaining tomorrow to our cc company.  And they think this will stop us? We have money.  We
have anger and we will devote time. They can kiss our collective whites asses. 

Herewardthewake

#

#

27 1 Reply"

1 week ago

I agree even though my ass isn't white
Zlingtrade

#

#

21 3 Reply"

1 week ago

That will not work.  You have to attempt to get a refund directly from the merchant, before disputing a charge based on
failure to deliver.  And your bank will ask you whether you tried to get a refund, and if you lie, they won't penalize GFM
and might penalize you instead for filing a false claim.

Quia Possum

#

#

28 Reply"

1 week ago

Send an email, wait two minutes, then file the complaint that they didn't respond. 
dallaz100

#

#

29 Reply"

1 week ago

That's how you do it. It's the same thing that a mouthpiece for the regime does when writing a negative story about
a politician opposed to the regime (are there any other kind of stories?) ....ask for a comment two minutes before
publication to dispute the allegation 'sources' claim to make. Then they say the subject did not respond when asked
for a comment... or dispute the allegation with facts.

ⒻⓊⒸⓀ ⒷⒾⒹⒺⓃ

and 

🎶

 you can shove your vaccine mandates up your АSS 

🎶

 

debt_slave_1029384756

#

#

29 Reply"

1 week ago

Site is being slammed...I'll check it later.
Lord JT

#

#

59 Reply"

1 week ago

Holy crap! Yeah, the sheer volume of people donating is overwhelming the site right now! Too bad the organizers didn't use
that site instead...there are a couple different fundraisers. Just check the legitimacy first. *Noted there is also a givesendgo
for "Adopt a Trucker" that has close to a quarter million already. HONK!

Lars Jaspenas

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Why do organizers use a third party at all? 
Bunga Bunga

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

I'm assuming its all about logistics...and the very short timeframe this all came together. It was spontaneous. That's
what makes it so honest (the trucker grassroots movement, not gofundus so we can steal your money) but a problem. I
even need to look into this...givesendgo is a christian setup, but really anyone could fake a fundraiser. Hoping all of our
donations make it to their intended recipient! The Truckers!

Lars Jaspenas

#

#

2 8 Reply"

1 week ago

Exactly. What were cryptocurrencies created for? 

balz

Why do organizers use a third party at all? 

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

They are setting up a non-profit so we can donate directly, according to one of their lawyers at their presser
yesterday.

sheep rodeo

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

So every transaction you make is trackable. 
Capsicum Cascade

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Bad decision by design, former NPC's upon waking will still use their trusted controlled opposition politicians/sources etc
- often destroying their cause - see last years Australian Truckers.

Every Kyle Rittenhouse will hug the police and support BLM.

Its not even a conscious action, its part of the programming, similarly I am supporting a relative who got into debt trying
to be a good father with SKY which is britains most nefarious company, school trips etc for his son who he lost custody
with the ex over and was not responsible for outside his maintenance payments. People never read's life's smallprint,
credits too free and easy. 

The good thing about this is the authorities had to make an example of the Truckers and broadcast the seizure on MSM.
There is legal/illegal(you never got to vote on a law), but there is just and injust and thats a whole different matter.    

Argon1

#

#

56 Reply"

1 week ago

I could smell this coming a mile away, so I didn't donate to the GoFundMe campaign, but I still feel guilty. GiveSendGo is
another story. I hope they don't use Amazon servers. I'll keep trying.

DemandSider

#

#

89 Reply"

1 week ago

Yep, I will bet you $1000 that GoFundMe intentionally waited until the total pot got HUGE.  They can see the money flows
and velocity -- they're shysters.

I've never donated to that platform and don't plan to, ever.

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

AGREE
Samael

#

#

21 Reply"

1 week ago

and they're going to slow roll those refunds to keep the poorer donors from donating on another platform.
Quia Possum

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Give them a couple of days then file a complaint with the credit card company or bank. 
clot shot

#

#

31 Reply"

1 week ago

After the Rittenhouse theft NO ONE should have used them.
SKZX

#

#

34 Reply"

1 week ago

How many of us border Canada? We do here in NH. I will drive to the border and throw money and sandwiches over the
wall I am so angry. 

Herewardthewake

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

These will be confiscated if they are not "vaccinated". ;-)

ConnectingTheDots

"I will drive to the border and throw money and sandwiches over the wall I am so angry.
"

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Its run by gab and they've got their own servers. They struggle with load spikes though.
LadySnappingTurtle

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Still being overwhelmed. Ill keep trying. 
SQUIRREL BAIT

#

#

Show More Replies

128 Reply"

1 week ago

confiscate your money and give it to approved left wing terrorist organizations. sorta seems like the opposite of the intent of
gofundme

Frank Booth

#

#

59 Reply"

1 week ago

you havent been paying attention, and neither has anyone still using gofundme. 

carbon.fyber

sorta seems like the opposite of the intent of gofundme

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

it's like factcheck, it had a great purpose at first...
accredit yourself

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago

GoFundME....NOT you.
MaF

#

#

32 Reply"

1 week ago

This is how tyranny unfolds. Has Trudeau declared himself Leader for Life yet? That usually follows.
zitch

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Twice he tried to invoke emergency powers that would have made him literally The New Hitler, but everyone laughed at
the idea.

krda

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

Let laughter be a shield. Best medicine too.
zitch

#

#

4 3 Reply"

1 week ago

Far be it from me to defend big tech, but that is not the case.  The substitute charities will be chosen by the Convoy
organizers, not GFM.  Ezra Levant either can't or didn't read the GFM statement he was tweeting in response to.

https://medium.com/gofundme-stories/update-gofundme-statement-on-the-freedom-convoy-2022-fundraiser-
4ca7e9714e82

Still not right, but not as bad as what is being portrayed

Quia Possum

we will work with organizers to send all remaining funds to credible and established charities
chosen by the Freedom Convoy 2022 organizers and verified by GoFundMe.

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

The clause that covers all....

ⒻⓊⒸⓀ ⒷⒾⒹⒺⓃ

and 

🎶

 you can shove your vaccine mandates up your АSS 

🎶

 

debt_slave_1029384756

..verified by GFM.

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Are the Clinton and BMG charities on the list?
HowdyDoody

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Verified means approved - wink, wink

Liberty2012

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

'You may chose from these approved charities'  :

BLM/  The Soros-Antifa org. for Peace and Security/ The Inslee-Brown-Newsome Foundation For Foolery and
Dictatorships/ The Hochal-Cuomo-Whitmer Honesty Education Fund/ The Collins-Gates-GardenGnomes4Psyience
Coalition for Health™/ XI/ KSchwab-WEF Center for indigent Funeral Costs/ The Joe&Hunter Petroleum Charity for
Occult Oil Investment/  The Bill And Hillary Suicide Prevention Hotline, and The False Flag Foundation for Democratic
Fascism.

SKZX

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

No it doesn't.  GFM is saying they will verify that the charity chosen by the Convoy organizers is a real charity, not that
it is one that GFM likes.

If the convoy organizers suggest a real charity and GFM says "no, they're not left wing enough so you have to choose
a different one", then GFM are going against what the statement says.  Will that happen in practice?  Possibly, but
that's not what the statement says.

Quia Possum

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

2 weeks to flatten the curve. 
2500saturdays

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

This is bull...
sheep rodeo

#

#

23 Reply"

1 week ago

It's still just as bad.

GoFundMe is telling the Freedom Convoy GFM has the right to decide how the Freedom Convoy funds will be spent.

If they don't want to handle the Freedom Convoy fundraiser that's one thing, but to assert authority over funds already
raised is theft to the Freedom Convoy and fraud to the donors.

 

allfactsmatter

#

#

98 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

If true, GoFundMe is dead meat.

GoldHermit

#

#

37 Reply"

1 week ago

Doesn’t deserve to exist as a going concern 
RockyR

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

The management there just painted a target on their backs.
paid_attention

#

#

18 3 Reply"

1 week ago

Like the NFL?
Vic Chaos

#

#

23 Reply"

1 week ago

On their webpage they announce they just acquired another fundraiser company called Classy.  Don’t ever use that either. 
Herewardthewake

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

but why did they use it in the first place? just like why did it take until now for FB to finally lose users?
Iconoclast422

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

The vast majority of humans are sub-intelligent. Even ZH is full of television watchers and corporate sports enthusiasts.
Let's just hope the 'elites' actually follow through with their cull. 

Capsicum Cascade

#

#

97 Reply"

1 week ago

"Users will now need to request a refund of their donation, or risk the possibility that the company will instead reroute it to an
"approved" charity."

This has got to be illegal.

 

toady

#

#

72 Reply"

1 week ago

Yep. "My money" was for a specific fund. NOT for the middle man to decide where it goes. 
NightWave

#

#

6 3 Reply"

1 week ago

You must not have read the fine print on gofundthem's page
accredit yourself

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Piggybacking this comment - For those who want to see what you ACTUALLY are agreeing to when you use major
websites, but don't want to read a bunch of legal jargon - https://tosdr.org/

Mike Rodeek

#

#

23 Reply"

1 week ago

Reverse the charge with your credit card company.
RedNemesis

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Wouldn't be surprised if they reserved the right to do that deep in Section 589229 Subsection ZZY of their user agreement
Quia Possum

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

That's my usual response to this kind of stuff.

So I concur.

toady

#

#

84 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Wasn't this predictable?

Finally the end of gofuckme?

HAL9000rev1

#

#

1 16 Reply"

1 week ago

We're all switching to a new payment app called Manhole.
Vic Chaos

#

#

1 week ago

No doubt thats your favorite site for a  deposit 
HAL9000rev1



14 Reply"#

#

82 Reply"

1 week ago

NEVER USE GO FUND ME AGAIN
YellowVests

#

#

29 Reply"

1 week ago

GoF uckMe Strikes Again!
J Jason Djfmam

#

#

69 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

I think that is illegal but par for the course with people who think  using the insulted bodies of aborted children is the only way to
protect them from covid.

Forcing people to go against their consciences is a leftist thing.

Carolynn55

#

#

52 Reply"

1 week ago

How stupid to use a platform that has repeatedly done this.
Drowsapp123

#

#

25 Reply"

1 week ago

True.
Boringusername

#

#

16 18 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Just in case anybody was wondering, Ezra Levant is a Jeш. So be advised. Two words: "controlled opposition".
Buckaroo Banzai

#

#

6 4 Reply"

1 week ago

Wow...
rogerwaters69

#

#

11 3

1 week ago (Edited)

Not every Jew is a part of their club but everyone who trusts their pharmaceutical industry is!:

https://sumofthyword.com/2021/02/02/pure-from-the-blood-of-all-men/

 

mobius8curve2

#

#

4

1 week ago

Didn't realize until now that GFM stood for Go Fuuck Myself.
prefan4200

#

#

7 8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

The knee-jerk reaction of an asshat. Levant has done more to provide an alternative to the government-subsidized
MSM toadies in Canada than anyone. He ranges from conservative to libertarian in his commentary. The main
problem with Rebel News is that its bias clearly shows, but I can forgive that given what they're up against. They
have also funded lawyers for the truckers, those who have broken COVID rules (including at least two Christian
pastors), and other situations.

anarchitect

#

#

3

STAFF 1 week ago

all true, but in fact, most of the money they raise goes to lawyers. what a business this is!

otherwise, they are reporting from the front line and tell the truth.

michelp

#

#

5 2

1 week ago

I agree with buckaroo, they are controlled opposition, and it is absolutely an abomination that they are on all sides
of every conflict and should be avoided as a group as there needs to be more diversity besides only (((them))). A
Christian group without any of their influence would be much better.

at the end of the day, the vast majority are not loyal to this country as evidenced by the words of this mossad
officer:

"As a Mossad officer I could go to any Jeш in the world for assistance or concealment." 

---- Victor Ostrovsky

 

pollard had similar words after being pardoned by trump and received by ‘Iraq has nukes’ Netanyahu upon his
return to his semitic Palestinian blood soaked little country.

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

zero hedge needs to do an expose on go fund me, who owns it, any connections to foreign intelligence like the Mossad,
and who are the managers that make these decisions to steal $9 million of other people’s money. The locations of their
offices and their officers homes should be listed in this report without any guidance what to do there after whatsoever.

 

if any of the people running GoFundMe have antifa or BLM connections, those should be clearly listed as well as the fiery
but peaceful protests were GoFundMe provided a conduit to maintaining those fiery but peaceful activities.

 

listing tweets from corporate officers of this organization and support of domestic terrorism would get you numerous
bonus points from your readers.

 

in fact, we could do a pretty good domestic intelligence crowdsourcing and resource package on gofundme right here on
zero hedge between the article being updated with the best comments with linked evidence and screenshots/backups on
archive websites (remember once we publicize stuff they’re going to take it down and obstruct justice/destroy evidence)
that follow from volunteer sleuthing,

then publish all of this, and directly send it to the DeSantis campaign, techno fog, project veritas, etc. and other loyal
conservative and Christian or mostly Christian organizations for follow through to fund the proper lawsuits discovery and
prosecution of these criminals at GoFundMe.

 

they steal money from third parties without due process just like banks seizing bank accounts without a court order, yet
support domestic terrorism which can be easily documented and has yet to be properly and severely prosecuted and
punished.

 

ideally we could have the entire gofundme organization and its officers shut down and incarcerated under anti-domestic
terrorism funding provisions of the patriot act.

bonus, they would then protest against the use of the (patriot act) against (((them))) and later have it repealed.

🤣👍

 

 

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Go see if you can get /pol/ on the case. They could get that done - if they wanted to...
HopefulCynical

#

#

58 Reply"

1 week ago

Depending on how one looks at it, this can ultimately turn out to be a positive because it will shine more light on the tyrants. 
Lord Baltimore

#

#

29 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I hope that is the silver lining.  I was pretty sure it would come to this and I think it is going to get much worse.  At some
point they are going to roll in there and start bashing heads and removing the trucks.  These evil fucks running this show
are too arrogant and powermad to concede to rationality and do what is right and just.  They represent and worship
completely opposite principles and they won't stop until they get their way unless they are defeated and it may take
violence.  Canada is at the tip of the spear of this war.

Stranded Observer

#

#

11 Reply"

STAFF 1 week ago

up to now, much as i support the Canadian Truckers and their cause(s) with all my heart, as i saw their funding money
growing so fast, i've had an eerie suspicion that Soros might also be a anonymous contributor to their fund.

Amongst the Davos crowd, he in charge or creating social chaos, certainly in the US, and in other global centres, urban
for now.

funding 'Unrest and Chaos' is is DAVOS mandate, and what a better conniving way to do it than this - to eventually screw
the plans up. who knows; GoFundMe might be one of his organization?

we have to establish a direct secure venue for truckers donation: that done, i will happily contribute. if there is more
than they collectively need, it's up to them to decide where the money goes.

 

michelp

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

since you are on 'staff' - can someone fix the avatar-modification code?

i went to change my avatar and ZH borked code turned it into a black cube

ZH code is serving the image from a google drive server but not using HTTPS to do this, so the javascript & server side
code breaks.

go to the user profile, upload an avatar image (works first time)

next, modify the image by uploading a new one, (breaks, right-click inspect, go to the JS console, you'll see the
javascript errors)

please fix it

dead rush limbaugh

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

tried on mac, windows, linux, iOS, android - fails on all platforms

tried chrome, IE, safari - no go

dead rush limbaugh

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

 

I don’t think that Soros was involved in this trucker funding simply because there are so many pissed off conservatives
right now and the truckers are the first line of defense able to shut down commerce quite easily anywhere in North
America if they are properly focused, that enough normal people like myself realize that and there’s more than enough
disgruntled conservatives to raise $9 million in short order.

 

I would be wrong if zerohedge uncovers documents in future months or years that show a money trail from Soros or
the tribe to the truckers to try to exacerbate the situation into a false flag or to attempt to co-opt it to their purposes.

 

in any case, I think it is worth a short zerohedge article to list GoFundMe competitors that are operated by people not
connected in any way to soros, the tribe/mossad/Kazarian mafia.

 

I also think there is a time in a place for chaos and disruption because nothing else has worked with the distribution
and harassment blackmail of people with their jobs to take the killer death shot. Dr. Zelenko is right, they are creating
another Holocaust, not only in Israel, but across the worldwith these biological weapons masquerading as vaccines.

 

in fact, the quickest way to end this plandemic and the mandate is to strangle the economy either until it implodes or
until they let go.

 

This could be done hopefully without having an exchange of gunfire, and obstructing commerce is peaceful resistance
and should be encouraged.

 

it does not necessarily have to damage the entire economy, and can specifically target liberal bastions of scum and
villainy, like San Francisco or Sacramento here in the more than woke commie Bolshevik state of California.

 

I think Sacramento would be an excellent trucker target, especially during the next big session of predominantly liberal
legislators governor and lieutenant governor voting to raise taxes again and again and again.

 

bonus: there are many farmers with tractors both above and below that particular city with thousands of tons of
manure that is available to be spread across all of the roads both in and out of the city with really super sized manure
spreading trucks.

 

we could make Sacramento smell worse than the feces covered streets of San Francisco.

 

imagine it… It would be glorious!

 

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

29 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

GFM has an enormous in-house legal team.  I seriously doubt they would openly do something that they could get in legal
trouble for.

Quia Possum

#

#

51 Reply"

1 week ago

Lol. I guess you haven't noticed; the bigger the legal department, the bigger the crimes.
Carlin was RIGHT

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

"legal", not sure what it means anymore
masons

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Not crimes out in the open.
Quia Possum

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Like Tacitus ... the more the laws, the more corrupt a society ...
Baron Samedi

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

It just means they know you won't bring legal action against them because they can just outlast you and your small legal
team & limited funds.

Sick_of_it_all

#

#

22 Reply"

1 week ago

”Forcing people to go against their consciences is a leftist thing"

It's about breaking traditional bonds, families, and communities to usher in their big rebuild under centralized power. In
tandem, they are desperately trying to snap kids minds and make them subjects of the state and turn them against their
parents.

zitch

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

If the donations were in conflict with GFM policy, it never should have accepted them in the first place.  Taking the money
and deciding after the fact to not use it for its designated purpose is patently unethical if not illegal.

 

 

FinsterF

#

#

67 2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

So the empire strikes back… GoFundMe is still hosting BLM fundraisers, even though BLM has been incredibly violent and are
currently under investigation for fraud. NEVER use GoFundMe ever again.
 

I donated at Rebel News (https://www.rebelnews.com/tags/alberta_truckers), the money goes straight to the truckers’ legal
defense. Let’s raise twice as much money on whatever platform emerges from this and scare the hell out of Canadian authorities.

Marla Singer

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Unreachable. They're probably being slammed too.
Lord JT

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

or DDOSed by the tri-letters
Quia Possum

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Ok good. I will do that. 
Raging Debate

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Not only that but BLM has not filed appropriate tax filings at state or Fed level. 
divide_by_zero

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

I read BLM are not soliciting any donations right now because of their investigations.
sheep rodeo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

There are millions of missing money while the leaders are buying huge mansions. Donating to BLM has always been a
fool's errand. 

Fire_Hog

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 week ago

Rebel news is controlled opposition owned by a sick Jew.
shining one

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I donated to that one, too.
drxtmm

#

#

61 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I'm not sure what world I live in anymore.

Seems like the point of business these days is to run customers away every chance you get.

kizell

#

#

22 2 Reply"

1 week ago

You live in a bizarro world created by the CERN supercollider.
J Jason Djfmam

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Government is too big! They do not need to make money from customers since government pays them to do their bidding.
bowhog

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

.gov pays them for the personal data they turnover.
tenpanhandle

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

because fed printing has covered up the effects until now
Iconoclast422

#

#

1 week ago (Edited)

The Ottawa government just spent taxpayer money to buy all empty hotel rooms in the capitol. They are trying to lock out more
protesters from coming to avoid looking bad politically for this fiasco. In other words, public tax dollars for personal CYA
expenditures.

https://mobile.twitter.com/ezralevant/status/1489615654101651460

ElTerco



58 Reply"#

#

61 Reply"

1 week ago

If I worked at the hotel I'd let the truckers stay for free in the government paid rooms. 
George Bayou

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

That is brilliant!
secretargentman

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

And charge  room service to the room. Eat well my friend.
Fuckin Floyd

#

#

21 Reply"

1 week ago

Unreal.  How the taxpayers let this fly is amazing.  Blatant wasting of tax dollars to squash citizens voice and rights.  
hawaiian waverider

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

They can’t book all the airbnb and RV spots.
BittyFitBuster

#

#
53 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I suggest everyone go to the Go Fund Me support page and do the following:

1. Click Get Help to open the chat bot
2. Click Option 2. Donor
3. Click "Can't donate to Freedom Convoy 2022"
4. Click "There's something else"
5. Enter your contact info (or fake info). I did real because why not.
6. Type in your spicy feedback, i.e. "Never using your service again" which will generate a support ticket.

Things like this actually get traction in a company sometimes. Tell your friends. INUNDATE them with support tickets. It might
even lead to them reversing this action

BaggaDonuts

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Done 
Chinaflu4u

#

#

17 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Thankyou BaggaDonuts, I did exactly as typed above.

 

Edit; Submitted a SECOND chat complaint today 2/5/22 because still very upset at the freedom hating fascists, interesting
to note: TODAY they report REFUNDS WILL BE APPLIED AUTOMATICALLY now; was not the case yesterday; interesting!

Rolling all day

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Done.
Snidely

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Why try to change GFM with this tactic? Now, if your doing it to punish them, by all means you have my blessing.

Punishment and retribution until all the feudalism stops is the only option. LONG slog but no choice. All compliance does is
buy time.

Like every time in history but the surveillance portion this time around makes this more tricky.

In 1776 you had to at times, go old school for its day. Apply the premises to today. 

Raging Debate

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

I mean... It's a little of both. #1 F*** them. But #2 wake people up and show them how the world works. A lot of these
corps are run by woke employees who are idiots that speak PC BS all day long, feeding off of each other, and might even
themselves be too afraid to step out from their own group think. They only operate out of the bubbles of their corporate
culture and need to be shown by real customers by whatever means necessary to translate to a language they speak -
resources: time and DOLLARS. Support tickets are a great way to go about something like this.

BaggaDonuts

#

#

50 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Just requested my $50 back along with the vow to never contribute to another cause on its platform.  Time to go scorched-earth.
 Between Patriots and snowflake Libs, there won’t be a corporation left standing by the time this culture civil war is over.

66Mustanggirl

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 week ago

That’ll show em, Francis!  
Reel Red Snapper

#

#

20 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

If they want to make themselves the battleground then they better be prepared to get torched.  We’ll make Atlanta look
like a weenie roast.

66Mustanggirl

#

#

48 Reply"

1 week ago

Never use GoFundMe

Never use PayPal

Never use Twitter

Never use Facebook

Never use Instagram

 

Van Halen

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

PayPal used to be ok, problem could phone Omaha and prompt fixed.

Changed ownership control, I think.

Last We used and exit, got call center cretins, made voucher problem,

kept adding vouchers! then next agent deny any exist, back and forth and more

more agents, some rude as hell, more of same for near two week, finally credited our

account few hundreds USD their loss from mistakes. Lesson: Don't back down.

Sorry long, 

Volkodav

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I can't read most of the articles on ZH because of this.  The twitter posts are the entire article sometimes.
Smerf

#

#

47 Reply"

1 week ago

Infowars Owen Shroyer said this last week. He said they will steal the money and the truckers won’t see a dIme of it. Hearing this
news just infuriates me. I’m sure this will only escalate tensions and with the threat of bringing in the Military, I’m sure just what
TPTB wanted.

HomeBrewPrepper

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Grab your rifle, homeboy!   
Reel Red Snapper

#

#

34 Reply"

1 week ago

I'm infuriated, too.  But primarily with the brainwashed sheeple sitting at home digesting their daily mainstream propaganda
and not realizing that everything is a lie.  The good people who fight for freedom and truth, and sacrifice it all are reported as
bad.  The most corrupt, tyrannical, mentally ill monsters (ie Trudeau) are the good people.  It make me so angry.  Mass
psychosis indeed.

Welfarebum

#

#

2 Reply"

STAFF 1 week ago

it's Turdeau from now on.

michelp

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

turn off the TV
David2923

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

Another conspiracy theory from Infowars turns to be true...
precious mental

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

It's almost like they know ahead of time.
Fuckin Floyd

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

I was able to donate to GSG, takes time, but it went through.. I even kicked in a bit for the site to upgrade bandwidth.. 
Approaching 1MM now!

Also..

I can't vouch for the authenticity of it.  It does seem legit.   I threw in a few sats...

BITCOIN FOR TRUCKERS

https://tallyco.in/s/lzxccm/

They accept on chain and lighting.

You can view the person setting it up here.. https://www.sotwe.com/HonkHonkHodl would be nice to have an offical
endorsement from the Convoy

Poison_Jabs_101

#

#

47 Reply"

1 week ago

A shot across the Bow....

 

Let the Revolution Begin.  

South of Theodosia

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Fucking rights, how bad does it have to get?

 

Truckfrudeau

#

#

45 Reply"

1 week ago

Using GofundMe was a big mistake, everyone knows they are run by leftists...
runningman18

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Yes, huge error to not have set up alternate givesendgo right after the media was egging on gifundme to shut them down.
Big Beauregard

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

It is now gofundthem.. them being their chosen organizations.  
hawaiian waverider

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Or maybe it was a chess move if they expected GFM to steal the money and that this would backfire and and...

ConanTheLibertarian 

🗡
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#

43 Reply"

1 week ago

Class Action Lawsuit against Gofundme.

This should be a slam dunk.

They don't have a leg to stand on, and they can be sued in various jurisdictions based on the locations of the donors.

Any lawyers out there?

Vince Clortho

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

I shoulda gotten into law back instead of healthcare, got hosed by Osamascare and now Convid. I was gonna say we
should encourage kids to go into law but they turn everyone into leftist Marxists those law schools :/

BittyFitBuster

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

De Santis said his A.G. is looking into this whole mess. We think the A.G. in Virginia is doing likewise.
Rubicon727

#

#

41 Reply"

1 week ago

" We don't need truckers , I get all my food from the grocery stores" ------ Democrat Congresswoman AOC 
TimeHasCome

#

#

39 2 Reply"

1 week ago

Public Service Announcement:

What to do now:

If you made a donation to the gofundme-- DO NOT FILE A REFUND REQUEST VIA GO FUND ME.

File a Chargeback with the card provider you used to make the donation...

Reason for Chargeback:

''i made payment to gofundme with the intention that my money would be given to the cause I was supporting-- gofundme failed
to deliver on a service I requested. '' (last part is important)

Chargebacks have fees for the merchant.

Make a donation here:

givesendgo - adopt a trucker

Site is overwhelmed right now, be patient.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

Great advice. Also, this will REALLY piss off the merchant provider and could likely get them booted from their bank. So
essentially, this could help in deplatforming them.

One could also make a case of going to their hosting provider where their app lives, plus their CDN (CloudFare, Akamai) and
complaining.

z530

#

#

13 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Exactly.  This is blatant fraud if they, essentially, steal people's money and donate it to a cause they didn't stipulate it
going to.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Well said.

Cobra!

Cobra Commander
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#

39 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Only 36% of Canadians 'strongly oppose' this trucker action.

GoFunkMe is on the wrong side of the market, wrong side of the facts and the wrong side of history here.

 

Jim in MN

#

#

37 1 Reply"

1 week ago

This foreshadows the planned future with "Vaccine Passports" or "Health Passes" in that tyrants can label individuals anything
that suits them and take all their possessions. 

Lord Baltimore
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#

22 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

.  
4Celts

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Which is why it’s important not to get an EV.
BittyFitBuster

#

#

34 1 Reply"

1 week ago

"The decision was made in order to ensure GoFundMe "remains a trusted platform".

One thing is certain, EVERYTHING A PROGRESSIVE SAYS is 100% the OPPOSITE.

GoFundMe just shewn their hand to be stooges of the FASCIST STATE.  The "People" should BLACKLIST THIS CORP.  It is
clearly compromised!

shamus001

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Trusted by the fcking secret police......
Jim in MN

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

"Trusted Platform" like the "Trusted News Initiative" who agreed to print whatever the government told them to print.

Or like "Trusted Computing" means that they control your computer, not you.

krda

#

#

30 Reply"

1 week ago

Contact your credit card company and have the charges reversed on account of failure to deliver goods or fraud.
Economart

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

I'd be surprised if they don't have you somehow with the fine print. If you donate to a dubious organization you lose your
money, something to that effect.

Swampthedrain

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Vendors have to post a bond. Visa and Mastercard have policies that if the goods aren't delivered, the money is refunded.

They ask that you settle with the vendor first, but in this case Gofundme is placing great restrictions on getting your
money back. 

Economart
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#

30 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

There is something HUGE happening in Canada that even a lot of Canadians are missing the importance of.

Former Newfoundland Premier Brian Peckford is suing CANADA over the Trudeau Government's abuses of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms, specifically for the abolishment of all vaccine mandates because they are flat out illegal.  And he will
win the case.  How do we know he will win the case?  What makes Brian Peckford such an expert on the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms?

                                                                    HE WROTE IT!

https://www.rebelnews.com/premier_brian_peckford_is_suing_canada_over_covid-19_vaccine_travel_mandates

Imagine having just one of the founding fathers of the US Constitution still living.  Well that's what the people of Canada have in
their back pocket right now and Premier Peckford is still very healthy and lucid, and he's still a fighter.  I assume that's because
he hasn't been vaxed.

Albertarocks
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#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

Well Canada needs HUGE right now.

Hell I've half a mind to go up there and broker a deal myself. 

Jim in MN

#

#

6 days ago

Don't go to Winnipeg, Jim, it's full of Marxists.
Anne_of_Green_Gables
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#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Unfortunately we're to the point where laws and courts are willfully ignored.
radiasian

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

The Law - Frederic Bastiat

"Legal Plunder"

Volkodav
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Volkodav - Yes. Just thinking of that work from Bastiat. Always liked your commentary. See you on the other side. 
Raging Debate

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago

The Right Honorable Mr. Brian Peckford is the most trusted senior statesman in the entire country.  Our alleged prime
minister isn't fit to even shine his shoes.

unacceptable ebear

#

#

2 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

.

Carolynn55

#

#

30 Reply"

1 week ago

More like Go F#ck Me.

Stop using this app / service

Other alternatives

Portal

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Give send go

 

They formed to address the political nature of gofundme

CJgipper
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#

29 Reply"

1 week ago

To all the fookwits going out tomorrow to "counter-protest" the truckers. You are nothing but pro-government demonstrators, the
kind that we laugh about in countries like Belarus, Russia and Ukraine. Literally protesting to support government mandates, oh
my sides.

majik

#

#

28 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

No way to know if my GFM payment of $200 went through unless they refund me...

Canadian truckers use another crowd funding source and am happy to go there.

Nuts for Scrat

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

You have to request a refund; they will not just send you a refund.
bowhog
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#

27 Reply"

1 week ago

Do not request a refund if you donated.  Report this GoFundMe theft as a fraud and file a claim with your credit card company.
endthefed

#

#

13 Reply"

1 week ago

Yep...and file a charge with your local police department
Magnificent Muttley

#

#

27 Reply"

1 week ago

Wanna wreck GoFundMe? All donors dispute the charges with their credit card companies.  You'll see GoFundMe issue refunds
faster than you can say Truck Fudeau. 

🤡🤣

fewright
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#

25 Reply"

1 week ago

"If you have donated through GoFundMe do not request a refund. Instead call your bank and have it processed as a chargeback
for services not rendered.

Go fund me will be forced to cover the chargeback fees that are usually 25 to $40 per charge back."

Himself

#

#

17 Reply"

1 week ago

Brilliant! Sadly I already requested a refund, but I don’t trust them so I think I’ll dispute the charges as well
stljoe

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

Come on. If more people like you are disputing the charges it will paralyze their service. They are a commercial company.
That would destroy them. That is not fair, ha ha ha ha ha .

soyungato

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I didn't send any money to GFkMe, but will request a refund anyway!  That will tie up at least one phone line while I bs for
about half an hour.  If everyone who gave nothing did the same thing, chaos could occur!

Stinkbug 1
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#
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This will also have the effect of the banks 'delisting' GFM from access to financial services if they reach a threshold of
chargeback orders issued against them

Gilster
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#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Struck them with their own weapons.
UnschooledAustrianEconomist
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#

23 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

Well I have to say that was the finest day of protesting I have ever seen. Both in Ottawa and Toronto and many many other cities
across Canada, I think someone tweeted over 50. Kudos to the truckers for keeping things 100% peaceful. They're not giving the
cops the slightest excuse to pull anything. The fact that they have the former head of Trudeau's sniper squad, fired for not getting
vaxxed, as their head of security is really paying off. As long as people feel safe enough to keep bringing their kids to protest the
police are stymied. Tear gassing toddlers is not a good look. The bouncy castles were a master stroke.

You can see cracks starting to form in the media coverage. The CBC web page is OLYMPICS 2/3 of the way down, literally no one
in Canada gives a flying f**k, apologies to the athletes. A tiny little thumbnail into their protest coverage, which although
maintaining the slimy undertone of extremist violence, had absolutely nothing to report. The best they could do for media was two
guys on horses, one with a Canadian flag and one with a Trump flag. Since most Canadians don't believe Trump is actually the
reincarnation of Hitler, so what. And a guy letting off some red smoke. Not a road flare, so probably not actually a trucker.

CTV was harder line, but all they had was the police chief this and the police chief that, and again nothing to say. 50
investigations and 11 charges. All chickenfeed or they would have said. The lefties in Ottawa are calling in every little thing,
probably 2/3 of them fake. Waiting to see a charge of wasting police resources. The chief yesterday had to report that the protest
hotline they set up a few days ago had fielded a grand total of 8 calls, so I guess they stepped it up a bit today.

Even the haters on Twitter are getting thinner and more desperate.

This was the counter protest they managed to muster in Ottawa today.

https://video.twimg.com/ext_tw_video/1490057512267096069/pu/vid/720x1280/91-ZJsFjUxoBJQuf.mp4?tag=12

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FK3RxYoXMAgCxzs.jpg:orig

What a sad angry looking bunch. They look like they know they f**ked up and are trying to put a good face on while actually really
wishing they were somewhere else, maybe bouncing in the castle and eating trucker pizza.

If they can keep this up through the weekend, I really see the tide starting to turn on Monday. They should maybe adopt the
tyrant's tactic of letting up on the horns through the week, maybe just 6-8 pm or something. Then back full force next weekend.

jrchristo
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#
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6 days ago

+10,000
Snidely

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Will it take 'till next weekend, hmmmmm.
Snidely

#

#

4 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Can't get over that protesters pic. Looks like they're gazing wistfully at the bouncy castles and the pizza slices the truckers
are handing out. Wearing masks to protect themselves from each other. The guy in the middle looks like a drum major who
forgot to change into costume. Pathetic.

jrchristo
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#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Reports from Ottawa (locals not msm) are the truckers don't honk after 6PM
Savvy
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#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

Yes, true.

The CBC had a whole paragraph on negotiations with the truckers to reduce the honking hours, implying without stating
that it had been 24/7 all week. Obviously trying to morph their story before too many people realise they've been lying
about it.

jrchristo

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Oh and the only official address I noticed was from the Transportation Minister. Squirrelly little East Indian guy who gave off
the vibe of 'I'm-just-an-incompetent-diversity-hire-trying-to-read-the-script-they-gave-me-without-peeing-my-pants-please-
don't-hurt-me'. 

jrchristo

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

"Go home, get sick!" Sounds like a protest chant written by a committee of elementary school teachers.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Show More Replies

23 Reply"

1 week ago

Between the Ottawa Police making it a crime to give a Freedom Convoy trucker a cup of coffee and GoFundMe thinking they
could decide how to spend the Convoy's funds, the elites have done an excellent job of making the truckers the good guys.

 

allfactsmatter
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#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Not very hard, they are the good guys.
Snidely
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#

13 Reply"

1 week ago

There are so many truckers in my (BC) town for the rally today McDonald's ran out of coffee. Seriously. LOL
Savvy
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#

23 Reply"

1 week ago

I said on this very platform a few days ago that I would donate but I don't trust "nofundme"... I am very sad to have been right...
when the saxon began
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#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

Yes, same here.  
Xena fobe
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#
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1 week ago

I was kinda hangin' back here as well....
Jim in MN
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#

22 1 Reply"

6 days ago

My oldest daughter turns 5 in 5 months.

I am not allowed to talk to her or her mom or even pass messages.

Her mom is not a bright person. She got vaxxed so she could eat out and go to a gym.

She will probably murder our daughters for the same temporary convenience.

My girls lives are in danger right now. I am trying to get back into family court. I am in a literal race against time.

The truckers are teh only ones standing up for my little girl right now!

THANK YOU TRUCKERS!!!

Capt. MegaHash
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#
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6 days ago

i pray they're alright and you may see them again 
Pizza the Hutt
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#

22 Reply"

1 week ago

BLM can still get donations after months of rioting and looting but truckers driving to the capital can't? Gofundme is a
government controlled organization. There can be no other reason.

GreatCaesar'sGhost
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#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

GoFraudMe is acting in concert with the authoritarian Trudeau regime and his Ottawa bootlicks.

This is the textbook definition of fascism.

Globalist Overlord
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#

22 1 Reply"

1 week ago

breaking news...Go Fund Me to change name to Go Fund Marxists
insanityantidote
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#

22 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Talk about a coordinated hit... GFM refuses to distribute the money and Facebook is blocking their page on news feeds... total
tyranny...

ParanoidSquirrel
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#

11 2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

"The answer to 1984 is 1776!"
Rashomon
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The answer to 2020 is 1221
Willow the cat
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

I'll have to see if GFM is a publicly traded company so I can buy some of their stock. I already own Facebook, and will likely
add even more shares on this recent correction. I love supporting patriotic companies.

Trumpty Dumpty
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#
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1 week ago

They are very patriotic for the Chinese government. 
Non-Insane Person
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#
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1 week ago

Just watched the convoy to Edmonton this morning going by my town.  A bunch of us gathered on the overpass and waved flags
to the trucks, tractors, and smaller vehicles.  F*ck Trudeau, and F*ck GFM!

philosphrstone
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#

17 Reply"

1 week ago

No government is there for your benefit. I don't care who's in power. 
JayPowell
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1 week ago

Tons of tractors in Toronto
rogerwaters69
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1 week ago

Should be obvious to everyone now that they are not going to give power back to the people peacefully.

We ain't seen nothing yet.

They ain't seen nothing yet.

The Tree of Liberty is thirsty.

ThomasChase1776
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1 week ago

You're exactly right. They ain't seen nothing yet which is why they're emboldened to keep doing this shit.
First There Is A Mountain
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#
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1 week ago

This level of tyranny isn’t tenable and they know it. It will be crushed ironically by love, through solidarity. This theft was a
desperate act. They’re in trouble.

I am Jack’s existential crisis
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1 week ago

It will be crushed by cracking skulls and asserting primacy.
First There Is A Mountain
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Solidarity.
I am Jack’s existential crisis
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1 week ago (Edited)

It's ok for them to steal from you, shut down your business, beat you, fine you, force vaccinate you, kill you or whatever, but all
you're allowed to do is take it. 

Rashomon
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#
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Go F Me will give it to ARKK.
Gekko Jr
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Lol. Wouldn't surprise me. 
Rashomon
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Wood will use the money to help launch that BTC ETF lol.
Gekko Jr
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Now you're getting it.
toady
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1 week ago

Sue the phukk out of those commies, and put them out of business.
Ms. Erable
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1 week ago

Is there a competitor's funding site for filing the suit?
desertboy
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#
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1 week ago

Give send go
CJgipper
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#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Don't sue them. File arbitrations which cost the company a few thousand dollars per donor.

https://odysee.com/@vsidious:6/FreedomConvoy2022GoFundMeLegalTactic:6

krda
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#

1 week agoKatLivesKatter
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21 Reply"

1 week ago

Why does anyone even use gofundme anymore? Typical woke thieves and liars.
KatLivesKatter
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1 week ago (Edited)

We're all Go FuckMe now.
J Jason Djfmam
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Give send go
CJgipper
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1 week ago (Edited)

Everyone who receives a refund, should ask for it again. Then contact their credit card company and demand they re-imburse
again. Contact the Better Business Bureau and any consumer protection agency you can think of. Drown them in complaints. The
more outrageous the better.

GoFückMe needs to be sued into oblivion.

FreedomWriter
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Consumer Financial Protection Bureau...
SmallerGovNow2
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1 week ago

When it was told how much money was raised, and the hoops the truckers would have to jump thru to get access to any funds, I
knew this would end badly. Apparently GoFundMe cannot be trusted with 8 million, that's too much of a temptation. Sounds
similar to the underhanded biz going on with the leadership of BLM. Let this be a lesson: Marxist leaning organizations can't be
trusted with other people's money.

spam filter
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The more they tyrannize, the more they unify people against them.
I am Jack’s existential crisis
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This^
Castor gordo el tercero
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1 week ago

Did GoFundMe recoup all of the BLM "donations" that went to buy really nice homes in lily white neighborhoods? I don't
remember reading about that?

Dumpster Elite
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6 days ago (Edited)

Just sent the following e-mail to Gov. Ron DeSantis:

Governor DeSantis,

While I do not participate in any social media platform, I do often see posts on alternative media sites. As a former resident of
Florida, I would like to thank you for your most recent postings in support of the Freedom Convoy in Canada.

You may already be aware of this, but the recent actions of the Go Fund Me Corporation, as it pertains to the "Freedom Convoy"
donations of the People, is in direct violation of the rule of law. In the well established case of Buckley v. Valeo, [and others] the
USSC clearly decided that "contributions" are a form of free speech. Therefore, any attempt to prevent a "donation or
contribution" from being used as intended by the donor or contributor, is an act of aggression against this established and
confirmed (by the USSC) right to free speech. Returning these donations does not in any way, release the GFM Corp. from their
liability for violating the free speech rights of the People. 

I fear however, that the intended goal of those wishing to end the protest going on in Canada and the same threatening to take
place in America, have achieved their desired goal of preventing the participants in the protests from utilizing the funds collected
by Go Fund Me. I am happy to report that it looks as though the People will not be dissuaded from achieving their goal of
freedom from tyranny, and that they are already utilizing alternate sources for collecting and distributing financial resources to the
Freedom Convoy. 

 

I applaud your apparent efforts to bring back the rule of law under God given rights and the Constitutional protections thereof,
and hope you will compel your State AG to form alliances with other state AG's  to see that the individual members of the board
of directors of the Go Fund Me Corp. are brought to justice.

 

 

All the Best,

XXXXXXXXX,

One of the People 

Battle_of_Athens
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THANKS for doing that for us.
JOHNLGALT.
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We ALL have not only the duty, but the obligation to put the government on notice that we are watching their every move.
Find the contact info. for your Governor and do the same.

Battle_of_Athens
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#
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6 days ago

I live in Australia

🦘

 but you are doing it for ALL of humanity, & we must win this one.
JOHNLGALT.
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1 week ago (Edited)

Notice how the GOPers didn't get involved until there was very widespread outrage?

How about leading the charge for once? Political parties are useless.

First There Is A Mountain
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Republicans (with 2-3 exceptions) are in bed with the Democrats.  Useless...  completely useless.
_0000_
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mendacious because they pretend to side with us
liberty2day
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As someone who was involved in two of the biggest Kickstarters of all time, this is a truly low moment in crowdfunding.

Sets the industry back years.

All for what?  The truckers are right.

Jim in MN
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the chosen companies like GoFundMe are successful because of the circles they are in.. and must bow when told 
dark pooIs of soros
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